Thousands of people
have chosen a beautiful

LifeArt coffins are

LifeArt coffins are

created by taking

environmentally friendly

photos of our precious
Australian timbers,

and they meet the
standards required by

or images supplied
from photo galleries

the Funeral Industry
for use in the funeral
service, cremation

and families.

CARING

The Caring Choice

or burial.

LifeArt coffin.
Families tell us that
choosing a LifeArt
coffin helped them
focus on the life being
remembered and
cherished. The designs
helped create a warm
atmosphere at the
funeral service.

These images are
then digitally printed,
enabling us to make
a personalised coffin
in the time it takes
to arrange a funeral
service.

“It changes the way families feel while making the arrangements…
they begin to talk about the full life the person lived, rather than just
the sadness of their passing.
I have experienced how the LifeArt coffin has a surprising effect on the
emotional climate of a funeral service. ” – Diane, Funeral Arranger
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MEMOR

LifeArt Collection
The Colours of Life
There is so much in life that cannot be expressed in words, images invite private
reflection on a lifetime of special moments.

Abundant Roses
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Stately Tree

PERSONA
Wildflower
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Blue Horizons

PASS ION

A Life’s Passion
Choose from the LifeArt Collection or let
us create a custom design for any of life’s
passionate pursuits.
Photo courtesy of Motorcycle Funerals

Open Road
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Endless Wave

“Dan told us many stories about his lifelong army mates and the experiences that
they lived through. To honour and remember him I wrote three words on his coffin,
Determination, Courage and Strength.”

REMEMB

Determination, Courage and Strength

True Blue
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Bright Blooms

TEAM SPIR

Team Spirit
Footie Farewell
“Jack loved the game. He played every week as a kid, rarely missed
going to a game, until fi nally he graduated to armchair referee.
Now he rests in his loved Wests Tigers colours.” Custom orders
can be made for other teams and interests.

Wests Tigers
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South Sydney

ASS URED

en iroboard
Assured, fully functional, dignified, meets all industry requirements.

“ The test program was identical to that used to ev aluate timber coffins.
Enviroboard passed the full testing regime ”.
Tony Martin, Manager Physical Testing Branch, TestSafe Australia

The program consisted of various tests to ensure the coffin would be safe and
reliable in all circumstances of a funeral service.
How much can an
en iroboard Coffin carry
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Can en iroboard be
refrigerated?

The coffin was successfully
lifted with full carrying
capacity to determine
deflection or damage.

Do the handles work?
The handles can carry the
maxiumum load.

The coffins were loaded
with sandbags and stored
in a refrigerator at 3˚C for
one week.

What if the coffin is
accidentally dropped?
Will the coffi n crush when
buried?
No deflection occurred
with 250kg of sand on
the lid. The coffi n will not
show crushing during a
burial.

If dropped from shoulder
height an enviroboard
coffin will not split or
break open.

en iroboard: the standard in environmentally friendly coffins

“L eave the ear th better than you found it.”
LifeArt has developed
a patented coffin that
reduces the impact
on the environment,
while meeting all the
requirements of a safe
funeral.

Uses 90% less timber
The enviroboard coffin
uses approximately 90%
less virgin wood fi bre than
a traditional coffi n. Our
forests are too precious
to burn.

Recycled material

Enviroboard coffins
release less carbon
emissions during the
cremation process.

Enviroboard uses some of
the 1.6 million tonnes of
cardboard and paper that
is recycled each year in
Australia.
Our patented sandwich
construction creates
light, strong and
environmentally friendly
coffins.

Greenhouse friendly

ENVIRONMENT

en iroboard: the caring choice

Industr y standards
Reduces Landfi ll
By using recycled paper
and cardboard, the
enviroboard coffin reduces
waste in our landfi lls.
No harmful chemicals
Unlike particleboard
coffins, enviroboard does
not contain adhesives that
release formaldehyde.

Enviroboard coffins have
been independently tested
and meet all regulatory
and Funeral Industry
requirements.
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About LifeArt
LifeArt is an innovative wholly owned Australian company specialising in the
manufacturer of the standard in personalised and environmentally friendly coffins
to the Funeral Industry.
In a time of concern for
diminishing forests,
carbon emissions and
climate change, LifeArt
have created the world’s
fi rst fully functional
cardboard coffin.
Since the formation of
the company in 2004,
thousands of people
around Australia and New
Zealand have chosen a
memorable LifeArt coffin.
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Utilising the latest print
technology, LifeArt creates
truly personal, expressive
coffins for a more
memorable funeral. LifeArt
can supply your requested
order to your funeral
home within the three
days normally required to
arrange a funeral service.

Founding partners Natalie
Verdon and Eckhard
Kemmerer, were joined
in 2007 by CEO David
Jackson and an expanding
team of dedicated
professionals.
LifeArt is backed by
investors committed to
taking this environmentally
and emotionally friendly
product to the world.

With patents pending,
there is signifi cant
interest from the public,
funeral industry leaders
and investors alike in
Europe, Asia, the US and
South America.

